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Providing reliable technology solutions for telephonic court appearances

Facilitating Remote Proceedings
A dedicated moderator can manage all remote court proceedings 
and facilitate the transition between cases by privately prompting 
lines who are next on the docket.

Addressing the Court
At any time, connected participants can signal the court 
moderator by remotely “raising their hand.” These participants 
are automatically queued for moderator acknowledgment.

Digital Court Session Recording
With a single click, the main sessions can be digitally recorded. 
Users can later retrieve the recorded file by download.

Tracking Usage
Statistical data for each appearance can be used to track 
contact between parties, their attorneys, and/or the courts.

The Sonexis ConferenceManager™2 platform is the most configurable collaboration choice available to 
courts today. It’s adaptable, innovative, and intuitive. It integrates with most existing court tools, and now, 
it’s part of a comprehensive solution for telephonic court appearances, Sonexis CourtConnect. 

Sonexis CourtConnect allows users to schedule and manage remote appearances for court proceedings 
of all kinds. It provides seamless access to connect judges, attorneys, and other parties for hearings, 
trials,  mediation, arbitration and more. 

Sonexis CourtConnect
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Attorney Scheduling
Lawyers schedule themselves via the convenient 
website portal.

Email Confirmations
Lawyers are emailed the conference details when they 
register on the website.

ActiveTalker Identification
A visual indicator enables all parties to easily identify the 
current speaker.

Private Sub-Conferences
The plaintiff and/or defense teams are able to initiate sub-
conferences via a simple point-and-click interface. There 
is support for up to ten sub-conferences off of the main 
audio conference.
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The user-friendly application helps facilitate remote depositions, testimony, and a 
wide range of other activities throughout Federal, State, and Local Courts.

© 2018 Compunetix, Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved.
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Virtual Telephonic Court Appearances

Sonexis CourtConnect

Discover how Sonexis has assisted courts across the 
country achieve reliable telephonic appearances.

Enhancing Productivity
Virtual appearances can now be used in all courts - large 
and small. With Sonexis CourtConnect, attorneys no longer 
have to travel to the courthouse for every appearance - saving 
time that can be used much more productively for their clients.

Minimizing Expenses and Generating Revenue
By incorporating Sonexis technologies into the court, you can 
streamline processes and overcome barriers across the justice 
system without relying on expensive third-party services. This 
not only saves on court expenses, it also helps generate income 
within the system itself.

1. Agent Control Area - Instantly view all 
incoming callers. Lines can be labeled based 
on the type of court appearance.

2. Active Courtroom List - Displays all active 
courtrooms at a glance.

3. View Panel - Multiple courtroom viewing 
enables complete monitoring and control of all 
cases.

4. Sub-Conference Support - Moderators can 
initiate a private conversation with anyone. 
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